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360 Capital Engaged by AStar – A Leading Provider of Internet of Things (IoT) Smart Platform
Solutions

Vancouver, BC, July 30, 2015 – 360 Capital Financial Services Group Inc. (CSE: TSZ, www.360capital.ca), a
company providing a broad range of financial services, announces that through its wholly owned subsidiary, 360
Capital has been engaged by AStar Design Service Technologies Co., Ltd. (AStar), to act as advisor and project
manager to drive the company’s strategy, schedule and application for a public listing on the Canadian Securities
Exchange.

Chi Yang Lin, CEO of AStar, stated, “We are very excited to have retained 360 Capital to lead our Canadian ‘go-
public’ process. With their team’s experience and knowledge of the public markets, 360 Capital is the ideal
partner to assist us in achieving our objective of raising growth capital and completing a public listing. Fulfilling
this objective will enable AStar to accelerate our Internet of Things (IoT) business plan. 360 Capital understands
AStar’s objectives, the benefits a public listing provides, and how this can facilitate the significant growth
potential of our IoT focus.”

“IoT delivers a world where any device can be connected and communicated intelligently via the Internet –
resulting in higher productivity and efficiency. According to an IDC report, the IoT retail market sector that AStar
targets will be growing at up to a CAGR of 35.7%. This market includes applications in smartphones, smart
homes, smart cars, smart retail, smart malls, smart factories and smart cities. AStar’s business model has the
potential to ride on the tidal wave of the IoT industry. According to Cisco, by 2020, there will be over 50 billion
connected devices and the IoT market could grow to a $14.4 trillion opportunity,” commented John Gan, CEO of
360 Capital. “AStar can provide its clients with a total solution for all their IoT requirements because of their track
record as an IoT solutions provider, and their extensive experience in hardware and software integration.”

About AStar
AStar Design Service Technologies Co. Ltd. is a leading provider of Smart Platform Solutions for the Internet of
Things, providing IoT solutions for the hospitality, retail, industrial and government sectors. The company is able
to provide its clients with a one-stop IoT solution from designing chip modules to M2M device management
software and cloud service architecture. AStar delivers proven smart solutions to global companies including
Carrefour and Hyatt Hotels.

About 360 Capital Financial Services Group Inc.
360 Capital Financial Services Group (CSE: TSZ, www.360capital.ca), through our subsidiaries and affiliated
companies, provides a broad range of financial services including capital raising, corporate finance advisory,
merchant banking, IPO consulting, and insurance. To assist in fulfilling these services, 360 Capital has created
our 360 Funding Escalator™ that bridges the capital raising gap from early stage to exit for emerging venture
companies. This enables us to help develop, grow, and invest in business and venture opportunities through
equity investments, acquisitions, partnerships, JVs, and strategic alliances in Asia and Canada.

The CSE has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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Forward Looking Statements
Certain information set forth in this news release may contain forward-looking statements that involve substantial known and unknown
risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements, including, without limitation,
statements regarding future financial position, business strategy, corporate vision, proposed acquisitions, partnerships, joint-ventures and
strategic alliances and co-operations, budgets, cost and plans and objectives of or involving the Company. Such forward-looking
information reflects management's current beliefs and is based on information currently available to management. Often, but not always,
forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as "plans", "expects", "is expected", "budget", "scheduled",
"estimates", "forecasts", "predicts", "intends", "targets", "aims", "anticipates" or "believes" or variations (including negative variations) of
such words and phrases or may be identified by statements to the effect that certain actions "may", "could", "should", "would", "might" or
"will" be taken, occur or be achieved. A number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors may cause the actual results
or performance to materially differ from any future results or performance expressed or implied by the forward-looking information. These
forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, certain of which are beyond the control of the Company
including, but not limited to, the impact of general economic conditions, industry conditions, dependence upon regulatory and shareholder
approvals, the execution of definitive documentation and the uncertainty of obtaining additional financing. Readers are cautioned that the
assumptions used in the preparation of such information, although considered reasonable at the time of preparation, may prove to be
imprecise and, as such, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. The Company does not assume any
obligation to update or revise its forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.


